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1.

Call to Order/Pledge
The meeting was called to order at (?) a.m. by Commissioner Paul Jackson, Chairman,

2.

Pledge of Allegiance Recited

3.

Roll Call Commissioners:

Paul Jackson, Chairman (present)
Gary Lambert, Vice Chair (present)
Charlie Cox, Commissioner (present)
Darin Elmore, Commissioner (present)
Susan Baker, Commissioner (present)
Michael Gerow, Commissioner (present)
Jon Griggs, Commissioner (present)
Kerry Lee, Commissioner (not present)
Jim Richardson, Commissioner (present)
Gregory McKay, Commissioner (present)
Will Geddes, (present)

4.
Public Comment: Jackson requested Public Comment, reminded all present that Public
Comment is to be limited to two minutes. Invited Public Comment from Carson City: Scott Gerz
with Nevada Trail Stewards, requested Mr. Jackson correctly pronounce the state name Nevada.
Gerz questioned why public phone lines were not available for the open meetings. That they
were available to Commissioners, it is not listed on the public noticed agenda form making
public attendance available only in person which in many cases requires extensive travel for the
public due to very long drives. Gerz stated Agenda Item # 7 mentions Nevada Trail Stewards
Association, requested who this organization is? We wish to address this organization correctly.

Gerz read notification letter. (Read resignation letter from the Nevada Trail Stewards into record
from Gary Lambert.)
Jackson: Apologized for his accent and difficulty pronouncing Nevada well. Stated if he referred
to Nevada Trails Association he was referring to Nevada Trail Stewards. Jackson question, what
sort of organization is the Nevada Trail Stewards?
Gerz: They are a trail support organization
Jackson: How are they registered with the Secretary of State?
Gerz: They are an LLC
Jackson: They are in default right now; is that correct?
Gerz: That is not correct. They are active until our Adam expires on 4/14
Jackson: that is incorrect (actually), I have a document pulled off the internet last night stating
that you are in default. Secondly, are you a 501c3 organization?
Gerz: We have applied for 501c2 status with the IRS. That process can take anywhere up to 28
months.
Jackson: When did you apply?
Gerz: We applied in early January.
Jackson: Do you have any Documentation?
Gerz: Yes
Jackson: Could you please produce that documentation.
Gerz: I don’t have it present at this time
Jackson: When can you produce it?
Gerz: I suppose at the next meeting.
Jackson: Can you drop it in the mail tomorrow?
Gerz: I’m planning to take tomorrow off. I can drop it in the mail Monday, no problem.
Jackson: So you will drop it in the mail Monday; I have no further questions.
Gerz: Yes
Cox: Is Mr. Gerz still in possession of certain commission equipment that was part of a
termination agreement that needs to be returned to this Commission?
Geddes: I must step in and intervene and oppose this line is discussion. This is getting far afield
from the agenda. My recommendation to the Commission is to move on.
Paul Quade: for the Nevada Trail Stewards I completely agree, this is inappropriate as a public
Comment item. There is inappropriateness to the Chairman’s questioning of a public comment
person; and the inappropriate questioning of the status of an organization. I’m not sure what
bearing that has on a public comment situation. I second Mr. Geddes request for this to move on,
I also will instruct my client not to answer any more questions.
Geddes: To the degree Mr. Quade misrepresents my statement, I wish to clarify the record, I am
not commenting on the dialog that has occurred, I am commenting on moving on from this point.
Jackson: is there any more Public Comment? Pause. Seeing none, let’s move to #5.
5.
REVIEW OF ANY APPEALS ARISING FROM THE OHV GRANT
EVALUATION MEETING DATED JANUARY 31 AND FEBRUARY 1, 2014.
Jackson: There is a document with much legal ease that needs to be read, but I think the bottom
line comes down to it has been made obvious that certain parties potentially may try and take
legal action against the Commission. Since everybody else can basically have their meetings in
private, and discuss their strategies in private, this Commission can’t because it has to do
everything according to open meeting laws. I’m looking for a motion for the holing of non-

meetings, in private with its attorney, under Attorney/Client privilege. We’d also like to exclude
Mr. Lambert who has been, and probably still is part of the parties who would potentially sue us.
Is there a motion?
Geddes: I’d like to clarify this agenda item. The agenda item is broad with respect to anyone who
the commission might think or feel would be an adverse party in litigation; and the purpose of a
non-meeting, which is authorized under Nevada law, would be to discuss only matters
concerning anticipated or threatened litigation. Is that the clarification on this agenda item?
Jackson: Yes it is. Restated request for a motion.
Richardson: requested a restatement of proposed motion.
Jackson: A motion is to accept the motion stated in agenda item #5 which would allow us to have
a non-meeting meeting to discuss the legal matters only. It will be covered by attorney client
privilege. And to exclude Commissioner Lambert from said meetings.
Richardson: Question for Geddes, would this violate or cloud the open meeting transparency
things that you’re talking about?
Geddes: My understanding of this agenda item is that the OHV can only meet according to open
meeting laws. However, if (hypothetically) there is a law suit by John Doe, against the
commission, the commission is under no obligation to comply with open meeting law if its
meeting with its lawyer about that litigation. It is not meeting about its ordinary functions. It is a
legal meeting designed to meet with council about a legal matter. In this particular instance it
arises that this agenda item states there was a suggestion (weather true or not, that’s for the
commission to evaluate, not I) that the potential litigation was affiliated or associated with Mr.
Lambert who is or was historically associated with Nevada Trail Stewards. So the question
becomes whether or not the Board wishes to have a non-meeting excluding adverse litigants
from which from a legal perspective would compromise the integrity of a legal defense. I have
not made any statement one way or the other whether associations are true or false; this is just an
agenda item for you all to consider. As to the legal question it is not clear that this is even
required, that this matter even be agenized, I believe it is agendized for a vote so it can remove
all doubt that the Commission as a body wished to exclude whomever it might perceive as an
adverse litigant from litigation meetings on that particular subject. Again, this is for the
Commission to decide.
Richardson: I want to understand, we wish to exclude a member of the Commission from a nonmeeting (which in itself is rhetorical) from a meeting that they may be a litigant or some sort of
party to a some suit that they may or may not happen?
Geddes: A suit against the Commission.
Richardson: not against an individual, against the Commission?
Geddes: A suit against the Commission as a body. The point is that it is agenized the
Commission could either decide that one or more persons on the Commissions is an adverse
litigant or it could decide that it doesn’t care. Let these people into these meetings. It’s a legal
decision and it’s the choice of the Commission.
Richardson: I would propose that we do not exclude any member of the Commission because it
just doesn’t feel right. From my perspective we’re chosen for this Commission for the purpose of
representing our specific areas on the Commission. If we exclude one member of the
Commission because he may or may not be attending these meetings then it’s for him to decide
to abstain from the process. This is my opinion.
Geddes: Just from a legal perspective (but it’s your decision to make any way you want) that if
you are sued, or a party is sued, that the rules ordinarily in place do not envision that an opposing

party would invade the attorney/client privilege. From a legal perspective this simply is not done.
It is unusual that this agenda item exists, because it is in essence saying there may or may not be
an adverse party in a law suit; it is not the ordinary practice, in fact there are ethical rules that
would say that you would not include an opposing litigant in your private attorney/client
meetings. (Examples of suits, you would not expect the plaintiff to be sitting in on attorney/client
meetings) I’m speaking only theoretically, usually the times for the parties to meet is in the
presence of their lawyers. I’m making to statement as to if Mr. Lambert is a member of the
Nevada Trail Stewards. That’s for you to decide. I am discussing the legal theory that it is
appropriate for litigants meet privately with their lawyer, not in the presence of an adverse party.
McKay: I’ll take Stewards statement that he’s off the Board of Directors, and I echo Mr.
Richardson’s sentiments that we shouldn’t exclude anyone from the Commission.
Jackson: OK, is there a motion?
Griggs: Questioning Mr. Geddes, In your theoretical discussion if you’re opponent in litigation
was to sit in with you and find out confidential information and then use it against you, what
would be the consequences to him?
Geddes: I’m not sure there would be any consequences to him. I think the consequences would
be to the fool who allowed an opposing litigant to sit in on confidential communications between
an attorney and a client. I’m not suggesting or disparaging anyone on this Commission, not
making any statement that any person on this Commission is adverse to the Commission, only
that as a theory you do not have an opponent sitting in on private attorney communication. The
argument that could be raised by the side is that you have waived your attorney/client privilege
by allowing that. So I don’t believe it’s clear what that result would be.
Griggs: OK, questioned ethical concerns for the Commission
Geddes: (Hypothetical car accident… if I was foolish enough to knowingly allow the opposing
party in my presence and in my room with my attorney the argument I believe would be
presented by the other side would be I was foolish enough to allow that to occur and to waive my
attorney/client privilege and therefor there is no ethical lapse on the plaintiffs side for sitting in
that meeting.)
Griggs: Let me continue this hypothetical discussion. If that car wreck was with the Commission
and they were doing Commission business, and one Commissioner was injured and decided to
sue the Commission, he didn’t remove himself with the commission’s discussion with their
attorney, there’s no ethical concern there?
Geddes: You’re saying the failure of the plaintiff, in that hypothetical to voluntarily remove
themselves from attorney/client meetings, that does not constitute an ethical issue? Is that what
you’re asking?
Griggs: correct
Geddes: I have no answer for that. I am not sitting in ethical judgment, I am pointing out that
ordinary practice of litigation is that attorneys and clients meet in confidence.
Griggs: thank you
Jackson: Do I have a motion?
Baker: Statement to fellow commissioners: I don’t know Commissioner so well, just meeting
him, I would like to give him the benefit of the doubt. I have huge concerns with how many
people think the grant process was hugely flawed in some of the statements that were made when
they didn’t observe the meeting and they didn’t understand the $8.3 million budget of the trails
system; and that we had no definitive budget. It bothers me because we wanted to fund
everything we possibly could. Hearing all these people who didn’t attend the meeting and they

have twisted information with regard to what happened leads me to believe that if we get into a
legal situation and we need to be defended as a body, I want to know we can be advised by the
attorney and it not go out. I totally understand what he’s saying. I don’t know if that would or
wouldn’t be commissioner Lambert. I’m torn.
Geddes: I wish to clarify again, I am not making legal advice to the commission, certainly not
out here in the open. If there’s going to be a non-meeting I will do that off the record. The
discussion I’m having is to answer a question, about the function of attorney/client meetings and
exclusion of adverse parties.
Baker: Motion: If we’re in a situation where we’re being litigated, and we believe
there’s an adverse party on the commission that they not be allowed in the meeting with
our attorney.
Jackson: Thanked Baker for proposing the motion then stated, you need to be more specific;
we’re looking for a having a meeting in the very near future (i.e. today) There are some things
that have been brought up, by opposing council that need to be discussed, and in private. Request
to rephrase motion to allow us to have the meeting today, and to exclude a particular party, who
is Mr. Lambert.
Geddes: for clarification, you don’t need anyone’s permission to hold a meeting, cause it’s a
non-meeting, (that doesn’t need to be voted on) the issue is to – as agenized – is to evaluate if
certain persons are considered by the body to be adverse parties in actual or threatened litigation.
That’s the language of the agenda item. It could be this could be more than one person, the
agenda item allows that.
Jackson: requested motions
Lambert: There is a motion on the floor
Baker: I’d like to make a motion:
Jackson: Go ahead ma’am
Baker: I’d like to revise my motion: The Commission have a non-meeting today with
our attorney, without Commissioner Lambert, to get better direction.
Elmore: Second
Jackson: requested further discussion
Griggs: I’d like to hear input from Mr. Lambert if he has any
Jackson: invited Commissioner Lambert to comment.
Lambert: Yes sir: it is with very deep heart that I’ve been left in this position because the Trail
Stewards were a passion and I resigned from that organization, do not represent them. I would be
just as concerned about the other 30 or 40 people who have involved in conversation with their
group. You guys vote your heart and your good judgement. We have some things to clean up. If
you think that I need to be excluded you would have that choice. I feel as though I should be
involved. I represent a great deal of the community and I’m not able to communicate these
closed meetings to the community, but it is concerning that we have failed to communicate well
to the community in the past. Thank you for your concern. I will stand and not appeal any
decision the Commission decides, but I do belong involved in the representation in the direction
of this Commission in all aspects and that’s why I was chosen.
Jackson: Mr. Lambert was until very recently involved with the Trail Stewards. The Trail
Stewards don’t have officers filed with the Secretary of State, so it’s hard to tell what their
corporate structure is. But Mr. Lambert advocated very strongly for the Trail Stewards. It seems
to me that the Trail Stewards and their attorney are the likely litigants and to suppose that Mr.
Lambert would not be talking to his long term friend Mr. Gerz.

Weather on purpose or by accident give any information that would jeopardize the commission
or make it ill at ease. There may be some negotiations going on on this, I’m sure there will it’s
not to the Commissions advantage to have somebody in the room who represents the other side.
So I would strongly suggest that we vote to exclude Mr. Lambert from this non-meeting. At the
non-meeting, after we discuss it, we decide let’s include him we can do that; we can do what we
want. Are there any further comments?
Elmore: I think it’s important to remember the basis and root of this issue is the three grants that
the Trail Stewards applied for, which had the signature of Commissioner Lambert as an
individual, and I therefore think that the legally prudent move here is to unfortunately exclude
him from the non-meeting.
Richardson: I don’t disagree with the other Commissioners comments in excluding him but I
want to be very clear that if it did pertain to what he has previously spoken to that yes I would
agree that he would need to be excluded, but just so we’re clear, that is the only occasion that I
would even remotely agree to have another Commissioner excluded, excluded if it’s clear – as
we’ve already discussed – that a commissioner would have an interested perspective on what’s
being discussed. Is that clear enough?
Jackson: We can go into the meeting, hear what the attorney says, and at that point we can decide
to include Mr. Lambert or not to at that point. But we need to exclude him for now so that we
can move forward. (Invited Mr. Lambert to speak.)
Lambert: address Elmore: Darin I think there might have been some misunderstanding or
misrepresentations from others regarding what I understood the attorney just said. The attorney
said there was a group of people that were disheartened, he did not indicate that the Nevada Trail
Stewards had filed a law suit in any regard, in regard to any particular grant. This is a fairness
and openness and transparency issue to my understanding. I disagree they have filed any
motions in regard to their particular grants or any other grants. This is a fairness, openness and
transparency issue. It’s an open meeting issue as I understood their attorney. Perhaps he would
like to speak to that and clean that up. I would like to clarify that I object that it was in regard to
grants I represented, because I don’t believe that to be true.
Jackson: reminded the commission that at last week’s meeting a person stood and spoke on
behalf of the Trail Stewards and that the Trail Stewards did have potential to file a law suit. I
believe (though may be incorrect) that the attorney representing the Trail Stewards had asked
that we freeze all editing- that we preserve all documentations-as it may be used in evidence and
that would lead me to believe that that attorney is at least contemplating filing a law suit; and I
know there is information that has been passed from him to Mr. Geddes that Mr. Geddes would
love to share with us, and discuss. But it has to be in a closed meeting among those people who
are not potentially suing us.
Elmore: I agree, Mr. Richardson with your previous comment that, about how and when anyone
would be excluded, especially another member of the commission or anybody from further
discussion, but the problem here is that we don’t know what a potential litigant will base their
litigation on, if it happens. So in prudence I think it absolutely is in the best interest of the
Commission (not knowing what the potential litigation will be based on) to exclude Mr. Lambert
for the non-meeting with our council. At that time- as our Chairman has said – we can decide
there’s no further reason to exclude him. The discussion is just to get better direction.
Jackson: requested further discussion, seeing none moved on to the vote.
Vote: Jackson Y, Cox Y, Gerow Y, Elmore Y, Baker Y, Lambert abstain, Griggs abstain,
Richardson N, McKay N,

Lambert changed vote to N.
Jackson requested of Grost polling of the commission:
Grost announced she was polling: Cox y, Elmore y, Gerow y, Griggs abstain, Richardson n,
Jackson y, Lambert n, Baker y, McKay n
Lambert: as a point of order is the Chairman supposed to cast vote?
Only as a tie breaker
Grost read tally: 4 yeah (excluding Mr. Jackson) 3ney, 2 abstentions.
Jackson: motion carries. Moving forward:
6.
MR, RICAHRSON MADE A MOTION THAT WE ASK THE A.G.’S OFFICE
FOR A LEGAL OPINION ON THE ACTIONS OF COMMISSIONER LAMBERT
DURING AND POST THE MEETING.
Jackson: The A.G.’s office was apparently the wrong office for this, so basically I’d like a
motion to withdraw or rescind the action of February 1st in this matter. Do we have discussion in
this matter?
Elmore: I’m curious, what is the correct body?
Geddes: As previously discussed, the law allows people to request ethics question of the Ethics
Commission. Generally speaking, requests made specifically to the A.G.’s office are matters
concerning the law which is a long and cumbersome process. Fact specific issues not directly
about the law –bringing up questions of ethics- is in my personal opinion (not that of the
Attorney General) the law allows those questions to be forwarded to the ethics commission.
Elmore: Thanked Geddes for the clarification. Being at the February 1st meeting the commission
discussed what was the proper body, the A.G’s office or the ethics commission.
Richardson: With Mr. Lambert’s removal from any official position from his organization, is
there a need anymore or any concern for my proposal to have this reviewed? This is a question
for the Commission and our legal gentleman.
Jackson: That’s a different subject, we’re going to be tabling that subject until the non-meeting.
I suggest we simply dispose of this. We don’t want to send anything to the A.G.’s office we
know is going to be kicked back.
Geddes: I’m not suggesting its’ going to be kicked back, just that your agenda item wishes to
remove it as a request.
Elmore: If I remember correctly, the Feb 1 audio recording can help me, but I do believe the
motion also included the grant application for Lincoln County with Sheriff Lee and his concern
over him being the Lincoln County Sheriff, so I don’t believe Mr. Richardson’s Motion just
spoke to the Nevada Trail Stewards. It included others as well. Do we need to address those.
Geddes: The problem here is reading the agenda it says: The motion asking the A.G, for a legal
opinion as to the action of Commissioner Lambert pertains to the NTS grant requests. The
Agenda doesn’t list that but other things may also come up.
Elmore: What will happen if we rescind motion to the balance of the motion not pertaining to
Nevada Trail Stewards?
Geddes: You’re free to agenize it. Clean it up at future meeting.
Jackson: As I recall Lee Said this may also include me; I don’t believe he was part of the motion.
We’ll get the record and be accurate.
Lambert: As a point of order or record, I believe it was a discussion at the Feb 1 meeting that the
A.G. was an inappropriate location. That it should probably go to the Ethics Commission. This
is part of our growth in dealing with and learning the open meeting law in trying to get this

correct. I understood that both Sheriff Lee and myself were supposed to be expedited and hand
carried to the Ethics Committee by Mr. Richardson at the close of that agenda item. I don’t see
that’s reflected in the notes or the activity of the Commission.
Jackson: There is no way of expediting an opinion from the AG’s office. They won’t let you
hand carry items to them. They will get a 45 day turn around.
Geddes: Are you referring to the Ethics Commission or the AG’s Office? The Ethics
Commission talks about the 45 days not the AG.
Lambert: We were discussing the Ethics Committee. The AGs office is false and records are not
available. I’m troubled that this hasn’t gone to the Ethics Committee and hasn’t been provided to
Mr. Richardson to hand carry as was the motion and the Agenda item. Mr. Richardson felt this
could be a stall.
Jackson: We do have a copy of the motions, you were sent last night. It was sent to the AG’s
Office, people voted on it; you had the opportunity at that time to say you wanted it sent to the
Ethics Committee instead which I believe you did not. If you would like us to send a complaint
about you to the Ethics Committee we’ll do so. I’m going to call for the vote; all in favor of
rescinding…
Baker: We don’t have a motion yet.
Jackson: Apologize
Elmore: Does the motion need to come from Richardson.
Jackson: No
Richardson: I’ll make the motion, I remove my concern to the AG’s Office and send it to the
Ethics Commission.
Geddes: Point of order, you’re not doing anything with a motion that is an action already passed.
You as a body are debating whether to rescind a former action.
Jackson: Basically, you motion would be to rescind said motion/said action asking for legal
opinion from the AG relating to Gary Lambert. It’s just a motion to rescind that act.
Lambert: I’ll second.
Richardson: I’ll restate the motion, I make a motion to rescind my previous
recommendation/action and send it to the Ethics Commission.
Several voices, no
Jackson: I’m going to restate Mr. Richardson’s motion. Mr. Richardson is making a motion to
rescind the action taken on Feb 2nd in regards to asking the AG for a legal opinion as to the
actions of Commissioner Lambert. Is that correct sir?
Richardson: yes
Jackson: is there a second?
Cox: I will 2nd that with the small change you stated the date as Feb. 2nd, it should be Feb 1st.
Jackson: I stand corrected Feb 1st is right. Is there any further discussion? None, Vote
Motion passes unanimously.
7. PUBLIC COMMENT:
Jackson: Is there any Public comment?
Paul Quade on behalf of Nevada Trail Stewards: Point of Clarification, with respect to the
noticed for today’s meeting we’re currently conducting, the notice on the web site I printed off
has no time of date stamp on it. It differs from the actual Notice of Public Meeting that is
provided for in this room and is apparently being operated on by the Commission. Specifically
Mr. Chairman you refer to item # 5 of the Notice that’s provided for here in the room. I thought

you were misstating the number; its number 7 on the notice provided on the web site. With
respect to item #6, just voted on, this notice being operated from it is item #8 on the notice
provided on the website. It is completely different wording as to the action item being taken.
Finally, there was an item # 9 on the agenda on the website not listed on the action items that are
being operated from on the notice provided here today. Item #9 in the public notice was request
for opinions from the Nevada Commission on Ethics NRS #281 regarding the Ethical
Dimensions of Grant Requests and a Commissioner involved. That is not provided for in the
Notice we were provided for today. This presents numerous problems. The one issue that should
be clarified is goes to when this second notice of the Special Meeting was actually provided by
the commission as it has no time and date stamp. Additional concerns were not addressed today
related to the actual posting of these notices at the locations listed based upon our investigation.
At this point we believe these not to be posted and are not current. First the Commission should
address when and where the second Notice was posted.
Jackson: I’m looking at this now. I’m going to look into this and get back with you on this.
Quade: The Commission has no answers on this now?
Jackson: We’re going to look into it. You’re an attorney that has stated intent of a potential suit. I
want to be right on this.
Quade: Sir be clear on this of our intent. I’m representing Nevada Trail Stewards at this point;
this potential litigation would simply be an injunction to request that the Commission move
forward in an open and transparent fashion; and follow their own guidelines, That’s all we’re
asking. We have a list of over 30 organizations represents 1000s of OHV users backing our
concerns. It is about the Commission doing what it is supposed to be doing pursuant to Nevada
Law.
Jackson: We understand you and will look into this and take anything else said by you into
advisement.
Public Comment from Las Vegas: Zack Levreri Members of the OHV Community voting ney
have my appreciation. Spoke of suit and injunction. Expressed feelings that Jackson has
hostility.
Gerz: with Nevada Trail Stewards spoke on behalf of OHV supporters. Questioned how many
other non-meetings have taken place with the Commission or Secret Meeting we can’t know
about?
Jackson: We’re allowed to meet with our attorney, Is that your question
Gerz: No, how many or have there been other meetings hidden from the public?
Geddes: This is not an agenized item for discussion or deliberation, and to the degree public
comment is stating that the law requires any disclosure of non-meetings; I would disagree with
that position. Non-meetings are simply not implicated in open meeting law.
Jackson: Additional Public Comment or comment from the Commissioners?
Richardson: I’d like to address the public and the Commission itself, Please recognize the
diversity of this panel and this commission. When we make comments about addressing other
people there’s cultural differences and things that need to be recognized. Much comment has
been petty and disrespectful to those who are serving and are volunteers.
Elmore: for clarification, do we need to set an agenda item for the final destination of the Lincoln
County Sheriff’s application? I feel like that grant application is in limbo and was part of the
discussion on Feb 1.
Jackson agreed and invited Elmore to set an agenda item for the following meeting then offered
to himself put it on the agenda.

Geddes: Do that off line.
Baker: Asked, is there an agenda item where we can ask for additional agenda items? When can
we in these meetings throw out new agenda items or topic we wish to add?
Jackson: If there is an agenda item you wish to have you simply have to write it out, send it to us
and we’ll include it. Every Commissioner has the right to set an agenda item. We can also get
these from the public comment. I encourage members of the public to submit potential agenda
items that will take longer to discuss than the limited 2 minutes. Reduce it to writing and send it
to us. It’s been done before. Send it to myself or Kathy.
Elmore: It would be wise to have a standing agenda item for commissioners to be able to
introduce pressing matters. It would be a non-action item.
Jackson: I agree
Geddes: This should not be being discussed because it’s not agenized.
Jackson: I will put this on a future agenda. It will be in addition to.
McKay: This is my 4th meeting as a Commissioner. I have a lot to learn, but agrees the public has
legitimate concerns about the openness of information. We need a place on the website they can
comment, we need to work on it in the future. The past is the past.
Jackson: request motion for adjournment.
Elmore: motion to adjourn
Lambert: second.
Motion passes unanimously

